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Advanced
Defensive Driving

Course Location: At Client's Venue  Course Duration: 2 Days

Defensive driving (DDT) describes the practice of drivers who consciously reduce the dangers 
associated with driving. DDT techniques reduce the likelihood of a collision or incident and can 

also save costs related to vehicle maintenance and fuel consumption.



According to the latest WHO data published in 2020 Road Traffic Accidents Deaths 
in Pakistan reached 28,170. Whether you manage a fleet of cars, vans or LGVs for 
your organization, our defensive driving course will keep your team safer and your 

costs lower.

The course will equip each driver with effective approaches to hazards and defen-
sive driving techniques, helping them to minimize risk while driving. The principles 
taught to the drivers will be applied to all types of roads such as towns, country and 

motorway driving.

Why take a Defensive driving course?
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To be able to recognise the risks associated with different driving environments 
To be able to recognise the factors that can lead to poor driving decision making 

and approaches to overcome them

To be able to undtand the reasons why a pre journey vehicle check is required 
To be able to conduct a pre- joumey vehicle check 

To be able to demonstrate safe driving at work

Course Learning outcomes

 

   

Delivered by experienced 
and qualified road safety 
professionals

We set standards for
road and vehicle safety

Real and practical benefits 
that delegates takéback
to their organization

Trainings tailored
to specific need of the
organization.
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Contents:

Braking systems, Passive safety,Active safety, Crash worthiness.
Understanding vehicle safety systems

Understanding Road Dynamics 
Keen observation and quick anticipation of road atmosphere, traffic signs, understanding 
road markings, Rules related to stopping Distances, speed coordination, understanding 

intersections, right of way.

Understanding vehicle blind spots, night driving, hilly & curvy road driving, driving in rain 
and fog, avoiding skidding, driving in risky conditions.

Driver distraction, Driver alertness, Eye fatigue, coping with fatigue, Driver attitude.

Emotion and stress handling, offensive driving styles, collision dynamics (head on, rear and 
side), On tackling problems related to slow moving vehicles, liquid carriers, and unfavoura-

ble weather condition.

Vision and Visibility

Vigilance

Emergency Handling

Rules and Safety Conducts
Understanding road laws, safety measures, vehicle inspection and health.

Be competent to carry out all pre and post-operation checks and maintenance. Understand 
secured and unsecured weight and its implications about vehicle dynamics, safety and 

handling, Carry out safe on-road driving. reversing and maneuvering.

Vehicle Management and Maintenance
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Contents:
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ADCR is widely recognized as the pioneering vehicle crashworthiness
research lab in Pakistan. Our Training Wing has trained over 3000 professionals from 
both the corporate private sector as well and government law enforcement personnel 
in Crash Investigations, Defensive Driver Vehicle Safety, Fleet Safety Management, 
Transportation Laws of Pakistan, OGRA-RT Technical Standards as well as a dedicated 

trainings on Oil Tanker Safety Issues.

We have always advocated that investing in safety is the best investments with the 
fastest return - and all our clients also agree. We work with our corporate clients in 
Fleet Safety Management and help them develop and systematically implement the 
best and safest methods of transportation, especially if they are transporting 
hazardous material! ADCR also audits the logistics operations as well as checks the 
health and crashworthiness of their fleet vehicles. We use our legal expertise gained 
from development of regulations and policies for the government to help our valuable 
clients verify that all their operations and vehicles are compliant with the laws of the 
land and relevant international transportation safety standards such as ADR and ECE.

About Us


